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Abstract. The continued fraction representation f real numbers i  compared with other types of 
representations of real numbers in the context of recursive analysis. The main result states that 
a modification of the natural continued fraction representation, based on the concept of principal 
convergents ofreal numbers, ispolynomially equivalent to the left cut representation in the sense 
that, for any given real number x, the two representations of x are computable from each other 
in polynomial time. Following from earlier studies on the left cut representation f real numbers, 
this result verifies the intuition that there is no efficient algorithm for implementing addition of 
real numbers in the continued fraction form. On the other hand, when considering computable 
real functions, the continued fraction representation behaves differently from the left cut rep- 
resentation: a computable real function must be continuous if it is defined as a mapping on 
Cauchy sequences of real numbers; it must be left-continuous, but is not necessarily continuous, 
if defined as a mapping on left cuts; and it is not necessarily eft- or right-continuous if defined 
as a mapping on continued fractions. 
1. Introduction 
It is well-known that each real number x has a unique representation by a 
continued fraction with integer terms. Let ao be an integer, and al, a2, . . ,  be positive 
integers. Let [ao; a l , . . . ,  an] denote the finite continued fraction 
1 
ao-+ 
1 
al"+ 1 
an 
and let [ao; at, a2, . . . ]  denote the infinite continued fraction 
1 
a0-t 
1 a~q- 
1 
a2+~ 
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Then, each irrational number x has a unique, infinite continued fraction representa- 
tion, and each rational number x has a unique, finite continued fraction representa- 
tion of the canonical form; that is, the last term a,, i[ greater than 1 unless n = 0 
[5]. The continued fraction representation of real numbers has a number of advan- 
tages over other representations. In particular, it provides the best approximations 
to a real number x in the following sense: assume that x = [ao; a~, a2,. • .] and, for 
each k>~0, let Pk/qk denote the principal convergent of order k of x; that is, 
pk/qk=[ao;a l , . . . ,ak] .  Then, for any fraction a/b, if b<<-qk, then [a /b-x[  >- 
I Pk / qk -- X]. (When x is rational and has an n- term continued fraction [ao; a 1, • • •, a,  ], 
we let Pk/qk = X for all k >I n, and the principal convergents are also best approxima- 
tions of x.) This suggests that, in certain areas of applications, continued fractions 
of real numbers may serve as a useful representation. On the other hand, there are 
no simple, efficient algorithms known for implementing basic arithmetic operations 
on the continued fraction representations of real numbers. Therefore, this representa- 
tion does not appear to work well as a general representation for numerical compu- 
tation. 
In this paper, we are concerned with the use of the continued fraction representa- 
tion of real numbers in the formal computational theory of recursive analysis. In 
recursive analysis, the most general representation for real numbers is the Cauchy 
sequence representation. Other representations such as the Dedekind cut representa- 
tion and the decimal expansions have been studied and shown to be not as general 
as the Cauchy sequence representation [3, 6, 9, 10, 13]. There are many possible 
ways to define these representations. In the following we will give the most natural 
ones for the Cauchy sequence representation and the (left) Dedekind cut rep- 
resentation. 
Definition 1.1. For each real number x, CS~ is the class of all functions ~o:N-, 0 
such that ~p(0) is an integer and, for each n~>0, ]tp(n)-x]<~2 -" 
Definition 1.2. For each real number x, LCx is the set of all r ~ Q such that r < x. 
The following is a list of basic relations between these two representations. 
(I) For each real number x, CSx contains a recursive function iff LCx is a recursive 
set; however, there exists a real number x such that CSx contains aprimitive recursive 
function but LC~ is not primitive recursive [ I I ,  13]. 
(2) The class of real numbers x with a primitive recursive representation i CSx 
is closed under addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division (by non zeros); 
but the class of real numbers x with the primitive recursive representation LCx is 
not closed under addition [13]. 
(3) If we define recursive real functions as real functions computable by an oracle 
Turing machine with a representation f a real number as an oracle, then all recursive 
real functions computed with functions in CS~ as oracles are continuous, but there 
exist noncontinuous recursive real functions if sets LC~ are used as oracles [I, 2]. 
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The above nonequivalence relations (1) and (2) on the two representations have 
also been extended to the class of polynomial-time computable real numbers, with 
a slightly different definition of the left cut representation [6]. 
Now we may give a straightforward definition for the continued fraction rep- 
resentation of real numbers and compare it with CSx and LC~ representations i  
these contexts. 
Definition 1.3. For each rational number x = [ao; a l , . . . ,  an] with an > 1, CF~ :N ~ N 
is the function such that CF~(k)=ak if k<~n, and CFx(k)=0 if k> n. For each 
irrational number x = [ao; al, a2,.. .] ,  CF~(k)= ak for all k~>0. 
Our comparison study shows that the continued fraction representation is 
trivially different from the left cut representation, but a slightly modified representa- 
tion, based on the principal convergents of real numbers, is polynomial-time 
equivalent o the left cut representation i the sense that for each x, LCx is 
polynomial-time Turing equivalent to PCx, where PCx is the modified principal 
convergent representation f x. (The formal definition of PC~ is included in Section 
2.) Therefore, the classes of real numbers with polynomial-time computable LCx 
and PCx representations are equal and are properly contained in the class of real 
numbers that have polynomial-time CSx representations. On the other hand, the 
class of real numbers with polynomial-time computable CF~ representations is 
properly included in these classes. 
The above result about the polynomial-time equivalence of the LC~ and PCx 
representations also implies that the class of real numbers with polynomial-time 
computable PCx representations is not closed under addition. This result, therefore, 
verifies our intuition that there is no efficient algorithm for implementing addition 
on real numbers written in the continued fraction form. 
Finally, we consider computable r al functions with continued fractions as oracles. 
It is shown that such a computable real function is not necessarily fight-continuous 
or left-continuous, while all computable r al functions with left cuts as oracles must 
be left-continuous. This comparison shows a difference between the PCx and LC~ 
representations--although theyare polynomial-time equivalent, here is no uniform 
reduction from LC~ to PC~ that works for all real numbers x. 
We conclude that the continued fraction representation f real numbers is not 
suitable as a representation for real numbers in the theory of recursive analysis, nor 
in the numerical computation i  actual computers. 
Notation. In order to consider the computational complexity of various representa- 
tions of real numbers, we need to fix the representation f rational numbers and to 
specify their basic length measurements. Following the convention in discrete 
complexity theory (see, e.g., [4]), we write each integer in binary form. Thus, for 
each positive integer n, the length of n (write lth(n)) is equal to Clog2 nJ + 1. For 
each rational number r= a/b, we assume that the length of r (write lth(r)) is 
lth(a) + lth(b) + 1. 
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Assume that ~p e CSx for some x. Then, for each n I> 0, Iw(n)-xl <~ 2-". In other 
words, if we expand ~p (n) in binary form, then we need about [log2 x ] many bits 
for its integral part and, in general, n bits for its fractional part (to get the precision 
2-"). So, the complexity measure for" ¢, should be based on the number n- -not  on 
lth(n) as suggested by the convention in complexity theory. We say ~p~CSx is 
computable in time t(n) if there is a Turing machine M such that, for each n I> 0, 
M(n)  halts in at most t(n) moves and outputs ~p(n). We say that #, is polynomial-time 
computable (primitive recursive) if the time function t(n) for ~0 is bounded by a 
polynomial function (or, by a primitive recursive function, respectively). Similar 
definition applies to the function CFx. For LC~, we follow the convention, and use 
lth(r) as a basic measure for each rational number r. 
We use the notation <~T for Turing reduction [12] and <~P for polynomial-time 
Turing reduction [8]. Our reductions <~T and ~<P apply to functions as well as sets. 
When a function ~, is used as an oracle for a ~<Preduction, we assume that 0 is 
polynomially length-bounded; i.e., for each n, lth(0(n))~<p(lth(n)) for some poly- 
nomial p. We write A-PB to denote A<~B and B<~PA. 
1.1. Basic properties about continued fractions 
The following facts about the continued fraction representation of real numbers 
are well-known [5] and will be used in the next three sections. Let x = [ao; at,  a2 , . . . ] ,  
and Pk/ qk = [ao; at , . . . ,  ak]. 
Lemma 1A. For any k >12, 
Pk ---- Pk-2 + akPk-1, qk = qk-2 Jr akqk-1. 
Lemma 1.5. For any k >>- 2, qk >~ 2(k-t)/2- 
The fractions of the form 
Pk-t + rpk 
qk-1 q- rqk' 
with 0 < r < ak+l, are called intermediate fractions. 
Lemma 1.6. For any k >i O, the following sequence 
Pk pk+pk+t Pkd-2Pk+t pk+ak+2Pk+t Pk+2 
qk' qk -t- qk+t" qk + 2qk+l' " " " " qk d- ak+2qk+l qk+2 
Pk + (ak+2 + 1)pk+t Pk + (ak+2 + i)pk+t Pk+l 
q~ + ( ak+2 + 1)qk+t' """ ' qk-I-( ak+2 + i)qk+t" " " " " qk+1 
is monotone increasing if k is even, and the sequence is monotone decreasing if k is odd. 
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I.emma 1.7. For any k >1 O, if x ~ Pk/ qk, then 
qk( qk + qk+l) 
< x _pk 
qk 
1 < 
qkqk + l" 
A fraction a/b  is a best approximation to x if [a /b -x [  <~ [c/d -x [  for all c/d with 
O<d<~b. 
Lemma 1.8. Every best approximation to x is either a principal convergent of x or an 
intermediate fraction of x. 
Lemma 1.9. Let qk+l > b. Then, a /b  <~ Pk/qk iff a /b  <~ x i fk  is even; and a/b < Pk/qk 
iff a / b < x if k is odd. 
Proof. The proof is based on the inequality of Lemma t27~." Ix--Pk/qkl < 1/(qkqk+~). 
Note that if k is even and pk/qk < a /b  < x, then a/b -pk /qk  has a denominator c 
such that qkqk+l < C <~ bqk. [] 
2. Continued fractions and left cuts 
Theorem 2.1. (a) For any real number x, CFx ~TLCx. 
(b) Assume that x is a real number such that lth(CFx (n ) ) <~ p ( n ) for some polynomial 
p. Then, CFx ~LCx.  
(c) There exists a real number x such that LC~ is polynomial-time computable, but 
CF~ is not polynomially length-bounded (i.e., CF~ does not satisfy the assumption of  
(b)), and hence, CFx~LC~.  
Proof. (a): Assume that x is rational, then it is obvious that both CF~ and LCx are 
recursive and therefore, CF~---TLC~. So, assume that x is irrational and x= 
[ao; a~, a2,...]. Let Pk/qk =[ao; a l , . . . ,  ak] for k-->0. To compute LCx from CF~, 
we consider the following procedure. 
Algorithm 2.2. On input a/b, b > 0, compute Pk/qk (from CFx(0),. . . ,  CFx(k)) for 
k=0,1 , . . . ,unt i l  there is an even k such that a/b<~pk/qk (then, output "yes, 
a/bcLCx" ) ,  or there is an odd k such that a/b>>-pk/qk (then, output "no, a/b~ 
LC/') .  
By Lemma 1.6, for each even k, p J  qk < X, and for each odd k, Pk/qk > X. SO, the 
above algorithm always outputs correctly when it halts. Furthermore, {Pk/qk} con- 
verges to x and a/b  ~ x. So, the algorithm always halts. 
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To compute CFx from LCx, we first note that for each k >i 2 the value ak = CF~(k) 
can be computed from Pk-2/qk-2 and Pk-l/qk-1 and LCx. The correctness of the 
following algorithm follows from Lemma 1.6. 
Algorithm 2.3. On input k~2,  we compute the intermediate convergents rk,,, = 
(Pk_2+mpk_l)/(qk_2+mqk_~) for m=l ,2 , . . . ,unt i l  both rk,,,, and Pk-~/qk-1 are 
greater than x or less than x. Then, output CFx(k) = m - 1. 
Now, in general, we can compute CFx(k) from LC~ by starting with Po/qo and 
Pl/q~, and by computing, by Algorithm 2.3, a2, P2/q2, a3, Pa/qa,... successively. 
(b): Assume that l th(a,)~p(n).  We modify Algorithm 2.2 as follows: 
Algorithm 2.2'. Compute Pk/qk, where k>~ [2 log2 bq-1] and k is even and output 
"yes" iff a/b<-pk/qk. 
We note that, by  Lemma 1.5, qk ~ b iff /C~ [2 log b+ 1]. Therefore, by Lemma 
1.9, a~ b ~ Pk/qk iff a~ b ~ x, and the modified algorithm iscorrect. Since the computa- 
tion of Pk/qk from CF(0) , . . . ,  CF(k) can be done in polynomial time (with O(k) 
arithmetic operations), the above algorithm halts in polynomial time. 
Next, we need to modify Algorithm 2.3. We define, for each k, bk = 2 v(k). Then, 
obviously, bk >1 ak. Then, perform a binary search. 
Algorithm 2.3'. Search for c such that 1 <~ c <~ bk and rk.c and rk, c+~ lie on the opposite 
sides of x, where rk.c = (Pk-2 + Cpk-l)/(qk-2+Cqk-l). Output ak = C. 
Again, Lemma 1.6 shows that this algorithm is correct. Furthermore, the binary 
search halts in [log2 bl,] =p(k) steps. So, CFx <~(-LC~. 
(c): Let a0 = 1 and a, =22" for all n>0,  and let x=[ao; a~, a2,...]. Then, 
lth(CF~(n)) grows as an exponential function. We claim that LC~ is polynomial-time 
computable. 
Algorithm 2.4. To determine whether a/b ~ x, find k such that 2 2k <~ b ~ 2 2~+~. We 
have 2k~<lth(b). Then, compute Pk/qk and output "a/b <x"  if[ (a/b<pk/qk) or 
(a/b=Pk/qk and k is even). 
We note that, by Lemma 1.9, Algorithm 2.4 is correct if qk+~ > b. Indeed, by 
Lemma 1.4, we can prove by induction that 22k~ qk ~ 22~+2. SO the correctness 
follows. Furthermore, qk ~ 22k+~ implies Pk <~ 2 2~+2 (because 0< x < 1), and so the 
computation ofpk/qk involves O(log log b) many arithmetic operations on numbers 
of length O(lth(b)). This shows that LC~ is polynomial-time computable. [] 
Theorem 2.1 shows that the (polynomial-time) nonequivalence of CFx and LCx 
is basically due to the fact that the growth rate of lth(CFx(n)) may be faster than 
any polynomial for some x. This suggests that, in the complexity theory of real 
numbers, CF~ is not the correct formulation of the notion of the continued fraction 
representation. Based on the property of best approximation of the continued 
fraction representation, we consider instead the following two formulations. 
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Definition 2.5. For each real number x=[ao; al, a2,. . . ] ,  define PC~:N->Q to be 
the function such that PC~(n)=Pk/qk, where k is the maximum integer such that 
qk<~ n. (When x is rational, and x=[ao; a~,.. . ,  a,], pk/qk=x for k>~ n.) 
Definit ion 2.6. For each real number x, let BA~ :N-~ Q be the function such that 
BA~(n) = a/b with 0< b <~ n and [a/b -x[ <~ [c/d -¢x[ for all c/d with 0< d ~< n. 
Remarks 2.7. (1) For Definition 2.5, the natural choice of PC'(n)=p,/q,  is 
equivalent to CF~(n) such that {q,} may grow too fast as a function of n. Our choice 
of PC~(n) is the best principal convergent of x with the restriction qk <~ n. Similarly, 
for Definition 2.6, BA~(n) is the best approximation to x in the set Q,= 
{a/b:O<b<~n}. 
(2) We note that PC~(n) or BAd(n) is a fraction whose demominator is of length 
of about lth(n). So, the complexity of PC~(n) or BAd(n) should be measured as a 
function of lth(n) instead of a function of n. In other words, PC~ (or BA~) is 
polynomial-time computable if we can find PC~(n) (or, BAd(n), respectively) in 
time p(lth(n)) for some polynomial p. 
Theorem 2.8. Let x be a real number. Then, LC~--=TPPC~---TPBA~. 
Proof. The theorem obviously holds for rational numbers. We assume that x is 
irrational and x = [ao; al, a2, . . . ] .  Let Pk/qk = [ao; a~, . . . ,  as] for k ~> 0. 
(LCx~<~PCx): To decide whether a/b<x,  we find PC~(b)=pk/qk and 
PC~(qk - 1) =Pk-~/qk-1 for some k. Then, b < qk+~. We can determine whether k is 
even or odd by comparing Pk/qk with Pk-I/qk-l: k is even iff pk/qk<Pk_~/qk_~. 
Then, by Lemma 1.9, a/b<~pk/qk if[ a/b<~ x, when k is even; and a/b <Pk/qk if[ 
a/b<x, when k is odd. 
(PCx<~PBAx): By Lemma 1.8, the sequence {BAx(n)} consists of the principal 
convergents and intermediate fractions. Ignoring repetitions, a segment of the 
sequence {BA~(n)} is 
Pk Pk- I "I-P;: Pk--l d- (ak+l -- 1) pk Pk-1 d- ak + lp~ Pk + l 
m 
qk' qk-l  + qk ' ' ' ' '  qk-l + ( ak+l --1)qk ' qk-l-t- ak+lqk qk+l" 
Our goal here is to distinguish between principal convergents and intermediate 
fractions. We note that if we take three consecutive values, at/bt, a2/b2, a3/ba, 
from the sequence {BA~(n)}, ignoring repetitions, then a~/b~ is a principal conver- 
gent if[ the three values are neither strictly increasing nor strictly decreasing. This 
can be easily verified from the ordering relations given in Lemma 1.6. Furthermore, 
given BAx(n)= a/b, we can easily find the next value: first, get BA~(b-  1)= c/d. 
Then, we claim that the next value of BAx must be either BAx(2b - d) or BA~(b + d). 
There are four cases to verify. 
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Case 1: 
a Pk+l C Pk 
b qk+i' d qk' 
Case 2: 
a Pk+l 
b qk+l 
Case 3: 
(ak+l = 1). 
C Pk-I + (ak+l -- 1)pk 
d qk-1 + (ak+l -- 1)qk' 
(ak+l > 1). 
a Pk-1 + Pk C Pk 
- (ak+, > 1). 
b qk-l+qk' d qk' 
Case 4: 
a pk_l+rpk C pk_ l+( r - -1 )pk  r> 1. 
b qk-1 + rqk' d qk-1 + (r--  1)qk' 
In Cases 1 and 3, (a+c) / (b+d)  is the next value of the sequence {BAx(m)}; 
and in Cases 2 and 4, (2a -  c) / (2b-d)  is the next value. We can query for both 
BAx(b+ d) and BAx(2b-  d), and compare them with BA,,(b) to determine which 
is the next value. Now we can describe our algorithm for PC,,(n) as follows: 
begin 
find BCx(n) = a/b and BCx(b - 1) = c/d; 
find next two values of BCx: a2/bs, a3/b3; 
i f  not ( a /  b < a2/ b2 < a3/ b3 or a~ b > a2/ bE > a3/ b3) 
then output a~ b 
else if not ( c / d < a / b < a2/ b2 or c / d > a / b > a2/ b2) 
then output c/d 
else output (a - c)/(b - d) 
end. 
It is easy to verify that the above algorithm runs in polynomial time. Note that 
when both a/b and c/d are intermediate fractions, Case 4 occurs, and (a -  c)/ 
(b--d)=pk/qk. 
(BA~<~LC~): Assume that Pk-~/qk-1 and Pk/qk are known and qk<~n. Using 
LC~ as an oracle, the following algorithm finds either (a) Pk+l/qk+~ if q.~+~ ~< n, or 
(b) (Pk-1 + rpk)/(qk-~ +rqk) if qk-~ + rqk <~ n < qk-~ + (r + 1)qk <~ qk+~ as follows: 
(1) find the smallest r '~  > 1 such that qk-~+r'qk> n; 
(2) binary search for r, 0 ~< r < r', such that 
P~-l+rpk and Pk-l+(r+l)pk 
qk--1 + rqk qk- I + ( r + 1) qk 
are on the opposite sides of x; 
(3) if such an r is found then we have pk+l/qk+l----(Pk_l+rpk)/(qk_l+rpk) else 
BA,,(n) = (PR-~ +(r'-- 1)pk)/(qk-~ +(r'-- 1)qk). 
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So, if we begin with Po/qo and pl/q~, we can apply this algorithm repetitively for 
Pk/qk until we find BAx(n). The amount of time for:each binary search is O(log n) 
steps, and the total number of iterations is also O(log n) because qk~ < n implies 
k = O(log n) (Lemma 1.6). So, BA~(n) can be found in polynomial time. [] 
We now apply Theorem 2.8 to obtain some equivalence and nonequivalence 
relations. 
Corollary 2.9. (a) The following classes of real numbers are the same: 
• A~ = {x ~ R:CS~ contains a recursive function }, 
• B] = {x ~ R : LC~ is recursive}, 
• C1 = {x e R: PC~ is recursive}, 
• D1 = {x  e R:  BAx is recursive}, 
• E1 = {x e R : CFx is recursive}. 
(b) In the foUowing, E2~ B2 = C2 = D2~ A2: 
• A2 = {x  e R : CSx contains a polynomial-time computable function}, 
• B2 = {x ~ R: LC~ is polynomial-time computable}, 
• (72 = {x ~ R : PCx is polynomial-time computable}, 
• /)2 = {x e R : BAx is polynomial-time computable}, 
• E2 = {x ~ R : CFx is polynomial-time computable}. 
Proof. The relations B] = C] = D~ = E1 and E2 ~ B2 = C2 =/:)2 are consequences of
Theorems 2.1 and 2.8. The relation A~ = B~ was first pointed out by Robinson [11], 
and also by Rice [10]. It is clear that B2:__A2 because, for each x, ~o(n)= 
max{m/2" : m/2" <~ x} is a function in CSx and is polynomial-time computable from 
LCx. We postpone the proof of the relation B2 ~ A2 to Section 3. [] 
3. Addit ion on cont inued f ract ions  
In this section we will consider the computational complexity of addition on real 
numbers with the continued fraction representation. We give some evidence for the 
common intuition that there is no efficient (polynomial-time) algorithm that maps 
tWO continued fractions x = [ao; al, a2, . . . ]  and y = [bol; b~, b2,. . .]  to a third con- 
tinued fraction [Co; c~, c2,. . . ]  which represents x+y.  
Theorem 3.1. There exist two real numbers x and y such that LCx and LCy are 
polynomial-time computable, but LCx+y is not polynomial-time computable. 
ProoL First, we define a function T: N --> N by T(0) = 0, and T(n + 1) = 2 2r('), n ~> 0. 
Then, T is linear-time honest; i.e., there is a Turing machine M computing T(n) 
in cT(n) moves for some constant c. 
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Next, we define a set A_  N for which there is a Turing machine MA such that 
MA(n) = 1 iff n ~ A, and MA(n) halts in time T(n), but for which there is no Turing 
machine computing it in time log2 T(n). (The existence of such a set A follows 
from the standard time hierarchy theorem [4].) 
Now, let 
X = 2 -(TO)+I) -- 
oo oo 
2-(r(~)+l)= ~ (2-(T(k)+l)--2--T(k+')). 
k=2 k=l  
That is, the binary expansion of x has all ls except at the ith position if i<~ T(1) 
or i= T (k )+ l  for k~ 1. Also define 
oo 
y= ~ xA(k)2 -T(k), 
k=2 
where xA(k)=0 i f  k~ A, and = 1 if k~ A. That is, the binary expansion of y has 
all 0s except at the ith position if i = T(k)  and k ~ A, k i> 2. 
We claim that LCx and LCy are polynomial-time computable and LCx+y is not 
polynomial-time computable. 
First, to determine whether a/b  < x, we find n such that 
2 T(n)-T(n-1)-I <~ b < 2 T(n+l)-T(n)-I 
(This n can be found in time O(lth(b)) because T(n) is linear-time honest.) Now 
define 
n--1 
X += ~ (2 -(T(k)+l) 
k=l  
_2-T(k+l)) + 2-(T(n)+I). 
Then, x < x +, and 
oo 
x +-x  = 2 -~r(")+l)- ~ (2 -~r(k)+l)-2 -r(k+l)) 
k=n 
oo 
=2 -r("+l) -  y (2--(T(k)+l)--2-T(k+'))<2-T(n+l). 
k~n+l  
So, for any rational number c~ d such that x < c~ d < x +, we must have x + - c~ d < 
x+-x<2 -T("+I). Since the reduced form of x + has the denominator 2 r(")+l, the 
denominator e of x+-c /d  satisfies 2r("+l)<e---<d2 r<")+~. This implies d> 
2 r<"+~)-r<")-l. That is, b < 2 r<"+~)-r~")-~ implies (a/b < x + iff a/b  < x). Since T is 
linear-time honest, x + can be found in time O(T(n)) = O(lth(b)). Thus, "a /b  < x +'' 
is a polynomial-time algorithm for "a /b  < ?x". 
Next, we consider the problem of deciding whether a/b < y. Again, let n be such 
that 2 r(")-r("-~)-~ < b < 2r("+~)-r(")-k Define 
n 
y-= Y~ Xa(k)2 -T(k). 
k=2 
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Then, y- < y, and 
oo 
y-y -= 
k=n+l  
xA(k)2 -r(k) < 2-(r(~+1)-1). 
Now, if y-<c/d  <y, then c /d -y -<~y-y -<2 -~r(n+~)-z). The denominator e of 
c /d -y -  satisfies 2r(n+~)-~ <e<~d2 r<n). So, d>2 r(~+~)-r(~)-~. This implies that 
a/b <~ y- iff a/b <y. Since y- can be computed in time O(T(n))=.O(lth(b)), this 
provides a polynomial-time algorithm for LCy. 
Finally, we check that LC~+y is not polynomial-time computable. We note that 
oo 
X-/-y = 2-(TO)+1) + ~ (xA(k)2 -T (k ) -2  -(T(k)+l)) 
k=2 
oo 
= 2 -r(~)+' + ~ (2XA(k) -- 1)2 -(r(k)+~). (,) 
k=2 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that LC~+y is polynomial-time computable; we 
show a contradiction that XA(n) can be determined intime log2 T(n) bythe following 
algorithm. 
begin 
compute XA(O),..., XA(n -- 1) by M~; 
. .-(ro)+~)+r n-1 1)2-(r(k)+~); let,  = ,~ /-,k=2 (2xA(k) -- 
output xA(n)= 1 iff r<x+y 
end. 
The correctness of the algorithm easily follows from our formula (*) for x+y. 
The amount of time for computing xA(O),... ,xA(n--1) is O(T(n-1)), and the 
amount of time for "r < x+y"  is p(lth(r)) ~ 2 T(n-l), where p is the polynomial 
bound for the time complexity of LCx+y. So, XA(n) can be computed in time 
log2 T(n), and leads to a contradiction. [] 
The relation B ~ A2 of Corollary 2.9(b) now immediately follows from Theorem 
3.1 becasue CS~ and CSy being polynomial-time computable implies that CS~+y is 
polynomial-time computable [7]. 
Corollary 3.2. There exist two real numbers x and y such that PCx and PCy are 
polynomial-time computable, but PCx+y is not polynomial-time computable. Hence, 
addition on the PCx representation is not polynomial-time computable (in the sense 
that, for any oracle Turing machine that takes any two functions PCx and PCy as 
oracles and computes the function PCx+y, its runtime is not bounded by a polynomial). 
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Note that Theorem 3.1 does not apply to the CFx representation because 
CF,, mTPLCx only when the function lth(CFx(n)) grows slower than a polynomial. 
We conjecture that addition on the CF~ representation is indeed not polynomial-time 
computable. 
4. Computable real functions and continued fractions 
In Theorem 2.8 we showed that, for every real number x, LCx---~-PC~. In fact, 
we have a single oracle Turing machine that takes any PCx as an oracle and computes 
the corresponding set LCx. On the other hand, we do not know of any single oracle 
Turing machine for PCx ~< rTLC~ for all x--we must distinguish the cases when x is 
rational from the cases when x is irrational. In this section, we will show that, in 
fact, such a single reduction machine does not exist by comparing computable r al 
functions that uses CSx, LC~ and PC~ representations as oracles. We consider only 
functions defined on [0, 1]. 
Definition 4.1. A real function f :  [0, 1] -> R is CS- (LC-, PC-) computable if there is 
an oracle Turing machine M that uses a function q~ as an oracle and takes an integer 
n as an input such that IMP(n)-f(x)[  <~ 2-" if q~ E CS~ (q~ = XLcx, ~ = PCx, respec- 
tively). 
In other words, f is CS-computable if the oracle machine M maps any function 
e CSx for some x e [0, 1] to a function 0 e CS/(x); f is LC-computable if M maps, 
for any x ~ [0, 1], LC~ to some 0 e CS/(x); and f is PC-computable if M maps, for 
any x ~ [0, 1], PCx to some ~ e CS:(~). The CS-computable functions are exactly 
the recursive functions defined by Grzegorcyzk [1, 2]. (One may also compare real 
functions f computable by oracle machines that map, say, LC~ to LC/(x) or PCx to 
PC:(~). However, our purpose is simply to demonstrate he differences between the 
LC~ and PCx representations. The above defined three types of computable real 
functions are sufficient.) 
Theorem 4,2. (a) A CS-computablefunctionf: [0, 1]-* R must be continuous on [0, 1]. 
(b) An LC-computable function f :  [0, 1] -* R must be continuous at all irrational 
points x in [0, 1] and must be left-continuous at all x ~ [0, 1]. 
(c) A PC-computable function f : [0 ,1] -*R must be continuous at all irrational 
points x in [0, 1]. 
(d) There exists a function f :[O, 1]-*R that is LC-computable on [0, 1], but is not 
continuous on [0, 1]. 
(e) There exists a function f :  [0, 1]-> R that is PC-computable, but is neither ight- 
continuous nor left-continuous on [0, 1]. 
ProoL Part (a) is well-known and is in fact the most fundamental result in recursive 
analysis [1, 2]. 
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(b): Assume that M is an oracle Turing machine that computes a function 
q~ ~ CSI<~ ) when LCx, x ~ [0, 1], is given as an oracle. Then, for each x ~ [0, 1], there 
is a function ~0:N->N (actually a recursive function) such that MLC"(n) halts in 
~p (n ) moves. That means that the computation of M Lc~ (n ) can query LCx for"  r < x" 
only if lth(r) ~< ~p(n). Now, if x ~ Q, then we can find a function 0 : N-> N such that, 
for each n, (x -2  -~'~"), x+2 -~'<")) contains no rational numbers of length <~q,(n) 
because there are only finitely many such rationals. For any y in this interval, the 
computation of MLC(n) is exactly the same as MLC"(n) because r < x iff r < y when 
lth(r) ~< ~p(n). So, f is continuous at x because 
I f (x)  - f (y ) l  ~ I f (x)  - MLC~( n )l + If(Y) - MLC~( n )l ~< 2-<"-1)- 
If x ~ Q, we can find ~ such that (x -2  -~'<"), x) contains no rationals of length 
~<q,(n). Thus, if y ~ (x -2  -¢'<"), x), ML%(n) = MLC"(n), and If(x) - f (y) [  ~ 2 -<"-1). 
So, f is left-continuous at x. 
(c): The proof is essentially the same as (b). We first need a lemma on the 
relationship between the distance [x -y l  of  two irrational numbers x and y and 
their PC-representations. 
Lemma 4.3. For any irrational number x ~ [0, 1], there is a function ~ :IN--> IN such 
that ly- xl <2 -*<") implies PC~(i) =PCy(i)  for all i <~ n. 
Proof. Assume that PCx( i )=PCy( i )  for all i<n  and PCx(n)~PCy(n)  with 
PC, , (n)=a/n  and PCy(n)=PCy(n- l ) .  Assume that PCx(n--1)=pk/qk, the kth 
principal convergent of both x and y. Let Pk+l/qk+l = a/n be the (k + 1)st principal 
convergent of x and P'k+l/q'k+l be the (k+ 1)st principal convergent of y. Then, we 
observe that, by Lemma 1.4, qk+l = qk-i + aqk and q'k+l = qk-~ + bqk for some a, b > 0. 
So, q~+l > qk+l implies b > a, and hence, q'k+~ >I qk+l + qk. NOW, by Lemma 1.7, 
Ix - pk/ qkl > ( qk( qk + qk+l) -1>>" ( qkq'~+l) -1> lY - P~/ q~l. 
So, there is an e = e(x, n) such that (x -e ,  x+e)  does not contain any y with the 
property PCy(i) = PC~(i) for i < n and PCy(n) # PCx(n). (Note that if PCy(n) 
PCy(n - 1) = PCx(n), we still have l y -PCy(n  - 1)l > I x -PC~(n  - 1)l even if y = 
PCy(n).) Let e '=  min{e(x, i) : i ~< n}; (x -  e', x+ e') is the required interval. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.2 (continued). We note that, for each x~O,  x ~ [0, 1], we can 
find q, such that, in the computation of MPCx(n), M never requires PC~(k) for 
k > q~(n). Now, by Lemma 4.3, there is a function 0 such that lY - x] <~ 2 -¢'<'° impfies 
PC~( i )=PCy( i )  for i<~q~(n). So, MPC,(n) = MPCx(n) and [f(x)-f(y)[<~-2 -~"-1). 
So, f is continuous at 
(d): Define f on [0, 1] as follows: 
f (x )  = {~ ifx<~½' 
if x>½. 
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Then f is discontinuous at ½ and f is LC-computable by the following algorithm: 
On input n, query the oracle LCx whether ½ < x; 
i f  the answer is "yes" then output "1", else output "0". 
(e): Define f on [0, 1] as follows: 
{~ i f½<x<2'  
f (x ) -  ifx_<½0r2<:~ 
Then f is not left-continuous at2, and not right-continuous at½. 
We claim that, for any xe  [0, 1], ½<x< 2if[ PC,,(1)= 1 and PCx(2) =½. First, if 
PC~(1) = 1 and PCx(2)=½, then 
1 
X- -  
1 
1+~ 
l+r  
for some r, 0< r< l  (if r=0,  then x=½ and PC~(1) would be 0). Then, it is easy 
to verify that ½<x< 2. Conversely, if x>½, then al must be 1 and hence, PC1(1) = 
pl/q~ = 1. Further, x <2 implies that a2 cannot be greater than 1 and hence, PCx(2) = 
p2/q2 = ½- 
The above claim provides a simple algorithm to compute f using functions PCx 
as oracles. [] 
Remarks 4.4. (1) If we change the definition of LCx to LC" = {r~O: r<~x}, then 
the resulting LC'-computable r al functions must be right-continuous on [0, 1] but 
may not be left-continuous. 
(2) In Theorem 4.2(b), we actually proved that an LC-computable function f is 
continuous at x ~ O with a recursive modulus function: there is a reeursive function 
tp (depending upon x) such that Ix -y[  ~< 2-*<")=~lf(x) - f (y)[  ~< 2-". f also has, at 
each x ~ O, a recursive modulus function of left-continuity at~: On the other hand, 
in Theorem 4.2(c) we do not know whether a PC-computable function f has, for 
each x ~ O, a recursive modulus function since our proof was a nonconstructive one. 
(3) We may define that a CF-computable function f on [0, 1] is one that is 
computable by an oracle Turing machine M using CFx as oracles. Then it is easy 
to show that a CF-computable real function f on [0, 1] is continuous at every 
x ~ [0, 1] -O .  We can also construct a CF-computable function f on [0, 1] such that 
it is not continuous at any x ~ [0, 1] c~ O. This result further distinguishes the LCx 
and CF~ representations and is not surprising. 
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